
DPH Surveys provide a range of  survey and spatial services, including; design, drainage construction, 
bridge construction, road formation and alignment, rail alignment, dimensional control, survey control 
points, as constructed surveys, project / site boundary survey and set outs, laser scanning, LiDAR, aerial 
surveys, GIS, geodetic surveys, topo-graphical surveys, fixed plant alignment and monitoring, machine 
control, earthworks, project audit surveys, mine surveys, volumetric surveys, concrete and SMP surveys. 

www.dphsurveys.net.au

admin@dphsurveys.net.au
Level 29, 221 St Georgeʼs Tce, The Forrest 
Centre, Perth WA 6000 

DPH Surveys
Project Partner

AN END TO END SURVEY SOLUTION

Contact usWho we are
Founded in 2016, the business has grown from 
a small team  to a mid-size survey company 
with major projects under its belt and a spotless 
quality and safety record. Your project is our 
priority. With our successful record of delivering 
results on time and within budget DPH Surveys 
is the survey team you want as your Project 
Partner. We are proud of the diversity of our 
team who all bring a wide range of experience 
and skills from around the world. 

DPH Surveys is headquartered in Perth, West-
ern Australia and maintains an operational 
office in Karratha, ensuring we are always 
conveniently located for our clients.



Our projects
DPH Surveys have worked on a range of projects, providing high quality survey results to all 
of our projects. We've worked across civil infrastructure projects like the Woodman Point 
Waste Water Treatment Plant Upgrade. The largest waste water treatment plant in WA, the 
upgrade increases  capacity to 180 million litres per day. 
Our team have also supplied survey services to design, mine, energy and oil and gas projects. 

King Of The Hills MESA A & J FMGʼs Eliwana

www.dphsurveys.net.au

some of our clients

The reason our projects are so successful is down to our approach to planning and people. 
During the early planning phases we start with the desired end result and work backwards 

from there. DPH Surveys understands though that the ultimate success of a project is down 
to the people and continuously invest in our team. 

Professional Accreditations  
We are ISO9001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018 accredited. Our Survey Management team hold 
ESP-AP registrations with the SSSI, registrations and membership with WAIS, as well as 
licenses for drone piloting and cadastral, boundary and land surveys. 

Why work with us?   
Culture - by providing a safe, inclusive and employee orientated working environment 
we can deliver great productivity and results. Our commitment to our people and clients is 
evident in our spotless safety and quality record.

Professional - DPH Surveyors and employees are held to the highest standard of 
professional etiquette and courtesy. We expect our team to integrate themselves with our 
clients for a seamless professional experience.

Technology - we keep on top of new and emerging technological trends and advance-
ments. Ensuring we are utilising the best equipment for the job.

Value for Money - DPH Surveys is a scalable company built to move swiftly with the 
market. This allows us to remain highly competitive while providing high quality survey. 
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